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Semi-commutations 

M. CLERB~UT AND M. LATTEUX 

CNRS, LA 369. Uniwrsity of Lilk 1. Lilh. Frunw 

Nous &tendons la notion de commutation partielle en introduisant celle de semi- 
commutation qui en est la version non symktrique. Une fonction de semi-com- 
mutation ,f‘est associte a un systkme de rkcriture (X, P) oti toutes les productions 
sont de la forme ?‘.I- + .YY avec X, J E I’. Nous ktudions cette opkation en liaison 
avec les opkrations rationnelles. Nous prouvons que si ,f( R) et .f( R’) sont des 
langages rationnels,,/( RR’) est aussi un langage rationnel et nous donnons une con- 
dition sufisante pour que./‘( R*) soit un langage rationnel. 1 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 

We extend the notion of partial commutation by introducing that of semi-com- 
mutation which is its non-symetrical version. A semi-commutation function ./ is 
associated to a semi-Thue system (I’, P) where the rules are of the form J,Y + .YJ 
with .Y, J’E X. We study this operation in connection with rational operations. We 
prove that if.f( R) and ,f(R’) are regular languages then.f( RR’) is a regular language 
and we give a sufficient condition which ensures that .fl R*) is a regular language. 
‘(” 1987 Academic Press, inc 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of free partially commutative monoi’ds has been initiated by 
Cartier and Foata (1969). Trace languages, which are subsets of a free par- 
tially commutative mondid have been proposed by Mazurkiewicz ( 1977) as 
a tool for describing the behavior of concurrent program schemes. To 
further that proposition, there were a lot of papers devoted to the study of 
trace languages and free partially commutative mono’ids. A survey concern- 
ing the theory of traces can be found an Aalbersberg and Rozen- 
berg (1985). A free partially commutative monoi’d can be viewed as a Thue 
system S= (X, P), where X is a finite alphabet and P is a set of sym- 
metrical productions of the form XJ 1 et JJX with X, .t’ E X. The operation 
which links to a word UE X* the set of the words which can be obtained 
from u in the system S is called a partial commutation. In Clerbout and 
Latteux (1984), partial commutations are examined in relation to other 
classical operations on languages and some representation theorems for 
well-known language families are derived. Recently, several papers gave 
sufficient conditions which ensure that the image by a partial commutation 
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of a regular language remains regular (Fle and Roucairol, 1982; Cori and 
Perrin, 1985; and Cori and Metivier, 1985). 

In this paper, we extend the notion of partial commutation by introduc- 
ing a non-symmetrical version of that operation. A semi-commutation is a 
semi-Thue system S = (X, P), where X is a finite alphabet and P a set of 
productions of the form J’,Y -+ SJ’ with ?c, y E X. The operation which links 
to a work u E X* the set of the words which can be derived from u in the 
system S, is called a semi-commutation. Note that semi-commutations can 
be of interest for describing synchronization processes since the semi-Dyck 
language which often appears for such problems is, quite naturally, the 
image of the regular language (as)* by the semi-commutation associated to 
the system (X, P), where X= {a, 2) and P= {aa -+ ati). 

First, we prove several easy basic results concerning semi-commutations 
and we deduce that if f is a semi-commutation and f( R , ). f( R2) are regular 
languages, then f( R, R,) is a regular language. Then, we present the main 
result, that is, a sufftcient condition which ensures that if f( R) is a regular 
language, then f(R*) is also a regular language. At last, note that some 
other properties of semi-commutations are established in Clerbout (1984). 

I. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

First, we recall some classical definitions. For a finite alphabet X, X* will 
denote the free mono’id generated by X and the empty word will be 
represented by E. For u E X*, alph(u)= ~.vEX/~UI,#O), where l~l~ddenotes 
the number of occurrences of the letter s in the word u. 

A mapping z: X* -+ 2 ‘* is 

- alphabetic if tf.u~X, r(x) c Yu {E], 
- strictly alphabetic if V’x E X, r(x) c Y, 
- a substitution if T(E) = {E} and VU,, u?EX*, 

- a projection ,fiorn X to Y, denoted proj(X, Y) if Y c X and T is a 
substitution defined on X by: V.UE X, t(.~) = {x} if XE Y, r(x) = {E} 
otherwise. 

The inverse of T, denoted T ‘: Y* -+ 2,” is defined by: VUE Y*, 
T ‘(II)= (uEX*/UET(U)). 

We have, now. to introduce a new definition. 

DEFINITION. A semi-commutation system S= (X, P) is a semi-Thue 
system, where X is a finite alphabet and P is a set of rules of the form 
~1.u + +y.t’ with .Y, ~1 E X and s # J’. 
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For w, w’ E X*, we shall write IV %s w’ if there exists, in the system S, a 
derivation from w to M“. Then, clearly, w and w’ have the same com- 
mutative image. 

The semi-commutation function f: X* -+ 2x’ associated to the system S is 
detined by: VW E A’*, f(w) = {WI/M’ 1; s w’* }. We shall use the obvious fact 
that f - ‘, the inverse off is also a semi-commutation function. Indeed, ,f ’ 
isassociatedtoS’=(X,P-‘),whereP ‘={v-+u/u+v~P). 

II. SEMI-COMMUTATION AND PRODUCT 

Now, we shall present some basic results concerning semi-commutations 
in relation with alphabetic substitutions. First, we define the image of a 
semi-commutation system under an alphabetic substitution. 

DEFINITION. Let S= (X, P) be a semi-commutation system and 
0: x* + 2 y* be an alphabetic substitution. Then the image of S under 8 is 
S,=(Y,P,), where P~={y,~~-,y~y~ Iy,,y2~Y,ylfy2, 3u-+v~P 
s.t. Yl y, E e(u) 1. 

The relations between the semi-commutations f andf, associated respec- 
tively to S and S, are given in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1. The two following properties are satisfied: 

@ VW&*, t30f(w)CfHOO(w) and Vw’eY*, f~e-‘(w’)ce~‘ofs(w’). 
@ Moreover, $0 = g- ‘, where g is strictly alphabetic morphism, then 

BOf=f,~8andgofO=fOg. 

ProoJ: Let x1 x2 -+ xzxl be a production from P and v be a word in 
&x,x,). By construction of P,, either v is in &x,x,) or these exists a u in 
(J(x,x2) such that u -+ v E P,. Thus, if W, +s w2, W; E f?(w, ), and W; E Qw,), 

then 1~; E f(,( w’, ). Hence, wi E fn 0 e( w, ), w2 E tI - ’ 0 fH( w’, ), and we get 
property A by induction on the length of the derivation in the system S. 

For property B, let us take w, E X*, w’, E @w,), and w’, +s,, w;. Then 
w; = U’JJ, y2v’, w; = u’y*y, v’ with y, y2 --+ y,y, E Pg. Then w, = ux,x2v 
with u = g(u’), x, = g( yr), x2 = g( y2), and v = g(v’). By construction of P,, 
x,x,-+.x,.u,~P, hence w;~Qof(w,). By induction on the length of the 
derivation in the system SO, we obtain: VW E X*, fn 0 O(w) c fI 0 f(w), which 
implies together with property A, 8 0 f = fO o 8. 

Now, go 8 is the identity function on X* and VW’ E Y*, w’ E 80 g(w’). 
Thus, for every w’ E Y*, we can write g 0 fn( w’) c g 0 fn 0 8 0 g( w’) = 
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g 8 :~.f’o g(w’) =,f : g( w’). Since g = 0 ‘, we can deduce from property A 
that gtT,f,,=,fr8g. 1 

An interesting particular case is when Vx E X, B(x) c {x, E}. Then, 
Y = X n 6(X) c X and clearly, VW’ E Y*, O( w’) = w’. Thus, 0 0 8 = 8, 

,f;, (7 8 = fq 0, and Vw E X*, f,:m f3( w) c 8 aft, O(w). Conversely, from proper- 
tyA of Lemma I, VM’EX*, e5f~~(w)~f~~en~(~l)=foe(w) and we get 

LEMMA 2. If’,for euery .ueX, 8(x)c ix,&), thenf~l3=O~f~tl. 

Another result can be useful. 

LEMMA 3. If wa E f(uau) with u, u, w E X*, a E X, and a $ alph(u), then: 

(i) Vx E alph(u), U.Y + xu E P, 

(ii) M’E~(uu). 

Proof Property (i) is obvious. 
For property (ii), let us consider Y = X u (a>, t? the substitution defined 

on X by O(x)=.y if x#a, e(a)= ( a, CT} and h the morphism defined on X 
by h(.u)=x if .YE X, h(G) = E. From Lemma 1, we have gofJullu) = 
f’~ g(utiu) = ,f( uuu) with g = 8 ‘. Thus wu E gof,(utiu), which implies that 
there exists w” ~f~(uZu) such that g(w”) = wa. Since uti --, Ga 4 P,, 
necessarily w” = wa. By construction, (JO),, = f‘ and from Lemma 1, we get 
~t’=h(~,a)~h~,f,,(uav)c(,f,),‘~h(uau)=,f(uu). 1 

LEMMA 4. Let w, he in XT, w2 be in XF, where X,, X, are disjoint sub- 
sets of X. Then, VWE~(W,W~), WE~(~,(W)R~(W)), where for ie [l, 21, 
7ci= proj(X, X,). 

Proof. We shall reason by induction on the length of w. If w = E, we 
are done. Let us take w = w’u with a E X, u X2. By hypothesis there 
exists uau E X:X: with u#alph(u) such that w’aEf(uau). From the 
previous lemma, Vx E alph( u), ax -+ xu E P, and w’ Ed with uu E X:X:. 
By inductive hypothesis, w’ ~J(rri(w’) rr*(w’)). If a E X,, then w = w’a E 
f(rr,(w’)rr,(w’)a)=f(n,(w)rr,(w)). If aEX,, alph(n,(w’))calph(u) and 
q(w’) E.f(dw’)a) and we iset w = w’aEf(n.,(w’) 7cJw’)a) c 
.f(x,(w’) adw’))=.f(n,(w) dw)). I 

Now, if L, and Lz are languages over disjoint alphabets X, and X,, we 
can expressf(L, L,) by means off(L,),f(L,), andf(X:X,*). 

PROPOSITION 5. Let X, , Xz be disjoint subsets of X and for i E [ 1, 21, ni 
be equaf to proj(X, Xi). Then, for L, c XT and L2c X:, f(L,L2) = 
f(X:X,*)nx,‘(,f(L,))nn,‘(f(L,)). 
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Proof: Let us take u’ E~(w, w2) with ~1, E L, and w2 E L2. Then, 
WE~(XTX,*) and from Lemma 1, ~,(u~)ETI,o~(w,u~~)c~,,o~,(w,w~)= 
f( w , ) c f( L, ), which implies w E n; ‘(f( L, )). Similarly, we get 
MI E 7~; ‘(,f(L2)), hence a first inclusion. 

Conversely, let us take w~f(X:Xf) with n,(w)~L, and IC~(U~)E L,. 
From Lemma4, u’E,~(~c~(u’) q(w))cf(L, L?). 1 

Let us consider, now, X,, XZ c X and L =,f(XTXT). In order to prove 
that L is a regular language, one can construct, directly, an finite 
automaton which recognizes L. Another way is to prove that L is closed 
under subword, since such languages are regular (see Lothaire, 1983). 
For that let SW be the substitution defined on X by: V.u E X, SW(x) = 
{.q E}. Since SW(X:XT)= X:X:, we get, from Lemma 2, SW(L) = 
SWof(X:X,*)=SW@foSW(X:Xz*)=foSW(X:X:)=L, hence: 

LEMMA 6. f (&+A’,*) is a regular for every X, , X, included in X. 

We can, now, extend this result. 

PROPOSITION 7. Let f (L, ) and f (L,) be regular languages over the 
alphabet X. Then f (L, L,) is also a regular language. 

Proof: Let us define X = (Z/.x E X >, Y = Xv 2, 8 the substitution by: 
vx E x, 8(x)= {x,X}, L2=B(L2)nX*, g=V’. From Lemma 1, 
f(L,L,)=f~g(L,L2)=g~f,(L,L,) and it suffices to prove thatf,(L,L,) 
is a regular language. From Proposition 5, f,(L, L,) =h)(X*8*) n 
~-‘Cffdm n7mfdLn where rc = proj( Y, X) and Z’ = proj( Y, 8). 
Clearly, fO( L, ) = f (L, )and fn(Lz) = O( f ( L2)) n X* are regular languages. 
Hence, fH(L,Lz) which is the intersection of three regular languages is a 
regular language. 1 

Note that our construction permits us to also prove that if f(L, ) is a 
context-free language and f( L,) is a regular language, then ,f(L, L2) is 
context-free language. 

III. SEMI-COMMUTATION AND STAR OPERATION 

We shall, now, study the same problem for the star operation. Clearly, a 
similar result does not hold since there are regular languages f(R) such 
that f(R*) is not regular. For example, let f be the semi-commutation 
function associated to the system {X, P} with X= {a, b} and 
P= {ba+ab}. For R=f(R)= (ab), it is clear thatf(R*) is the semi-Dyck 
language, hence f(R*) is not regular. 

643’73’1.5 
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Thus, we are just going to give a sufficient condition in order to obtain a 
positive answer. For that, let us introduce the non-commutation graph 
f(S) associated to a semi-commutation system S= (X, P). The directed 
graph f(S) is defined by its vertices, X, and by its edges: (x, v) is an edge if 
x # y and xy + yx 4 P. Note that this notion has been introduced for 
partial commutations in Cori and Metivier (1984). 

The restriction of T(S) to x’ c X will be denoted by (f(S), X’). At last, a 
graph is strongly connected if for every couple X, y of vertices with x # y, 
there is a path from x to y. We can, now, give our main result. 

PROPOSITION 8. Let f be the semi-commutation associated to the system 
S= (A’, P) and R = f(R) c X* be a regular language. I’ for every word 
WE R, the graph (T(S), alph(w)) is strongly connected, then f(R*) is a 
regular language. 

Proof. From the finite deterministic automaton A4 = (X, Q, qO, *, F) 
which accepts R, we are going to construct a right linear grammar 
G = (X, N, D, (E)) which generates the language f(R*). 

The set of non-terminals N is defined by 

N= (((Xl, q1)(X2, qz)...(xk, qk))lk>O, Vig [Lkl, X,cK 
qi6 Q, and there is at most one index j such that Xjc IJ,, , X,} 
(Note that N is a finite set), where (E)E N is the axiom. 

At last, the productions of D are of five kinds: 

a t&J--*& 
0 ((Xl, 4,)(X,, qr) ..’ (X,7 qk)) -+ 4(X,, 4,) ... ({X>> 40*x) 

( X , ,  4i)“‘txk, qk)) if 

(i) ((X,,q,). . .({x},qo*x).. .(X,,qk)) is in N  

(ii) VtE[i,k],VyEX,,xy~yxEP 

a ((X,3 41) ... (Xk, qk)) -+ x((X,, 41) .” (Xi u (4, qi* x) ... 
(X,, qk)) if 

(i) ((X,,q,)...(X,u(xJ,q,*x)...(X,,q,)) is in N 
(ii) Vt~[i+l,k], VYEX,, xy+yx~P 

0 ((X,,q,)...(X,,qk))-‘((XZ,q2)...(Xkrqk)) if q1 is a terminal 
state of the automaton M. 

0 ((xltql)“‘(xk9qk)) + ((xltql) “’ (xi~,,qi-l)(x,+I,qi+I) 

... (X,, qk)) if Xjc U,,;X, and qi is a terminal state. 

Intuitively, in the beginning of a word of f(R*), we can find subwords 
which are words of R, and subwords which are left parts of words of R. 
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Every (Xi, qi) is a trace of one of these left factors: Xi is the alphabet on 
which it is defined and qi is the state in the automaton M. 

When we read a letter x which is the next letter of the left factor u’, 
associated to (Xi, q;), we know that it had to commute with the letters of 
other left factors which have been read after M’~ (rules @ and 0). When a 
complete word has been recognized, we erase its trace in the non-terminal 
(rules @I and 0). 

This appears in the following example. Let us take X= (~1, 6, c, d, e} and 
define the semi-commutation system S= (X, P) by its non-commutation 
graph T(S) (see Fig. 1). 

Let us consider the regular language R = (de} u (a’b/i 3 2) u 
{ab’clja 1 } recognized by the automaton of the Fig. 2. Then j(R) = R, 
where f is the semi-commutation associated to the system S. For every 
UE R, alph( {X,, X,, X,} with X, = {a, b}, X2 = {a, 6, c}, and 
X, = {d, e}. For i = 1, 2, 3, the graph (f(S, Xi) is clearly strongly connec- 
ted. Note that this property does not hold for all subgraphs of f(S). For 
instance, (r(S), {a, b, c, e}) is not strongly connected. 

Let us consider the word u = adbacaeb E f (deabcaab) c f (R*). The 
derivation (E) 5 u in the grammar defined above will use the following 
productions : 

- (E)+a(X,,, q,) of type @ with X0= {a>, 

- (X,,q,)~d((X,,qz)(Xo,q,)) of type @ with X4= {dj, since 
da+adEP, 

- ((X4, q2)(Xo, ql)) -, @(X4, q2MXIy q4)) of type 0, since XI = 
Xou{b} andq,=q,wb, 

- ((X4, q2NXIy q4)) +4(X4, 4AXI T q4)(Xoy ql)) of type 0, 
- ((X4?42NX, 7 9‘@-0~ 41 )I -+ d(&, 4d(X2, q5)(Xoy q1 )) of type 0, 

sinceX,=X,u{c},q,=q,*candca-+acEP, 

- ((X4, 42)(X2, 45)(X0,41)) -4(X4, qdX2, 95NX0v q2)) of type 0, 
since XO=XOu {a} and q, *a=qz, 

a 

d e 

FIGURE I 
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FIGURE 2 

- ((X4, q2)(X2, q5)(Xoy q2)+4(X3, qs)(X2, q5)(Xo, q2)) of type 0, 
since X, = X4 u {e}, q5 = q2 *e and ec+ce, eb+be, ea-+aeEP. 

- (Ok qs)(X2, qdbL 4d) --) ((X2, 4J(Xo9 qJ -+ (X0, q2) of type 
0, since q5 is a terminal state. 

At last we get the derivation (X,, q2)jo b(X,, q5)*@ b(E) a0 6. 
On the contrary, the word u= adabc is not a left factor of a word in 

AR*). In the grammar G, we have, for instance, the derivations: 

(6) *-, adabc((Xo, q1 )(X4, q2HX3, q5)) and (E) s ad&(X,, q2) 
(X2, q5)). But one can verify that M’,, +-v~ E X* do not exist such that 
((X0, q1)(X4, q2)(X3, qd) 5 fill and ((X4, qdW2~ qd) 2% cw2. 

Let us return now to the formal proof of the equality L(G, (E)) =f(R*). 
We need two lemmas which deal with the links between a derivation in the 
system S and a derivation according to the grammar G. In these lemmas, 
we shall use a subset N’ of the set of non-terminals N defined by 

((X,,q,)...(X,,q,))EN~iECl,kl,X;~ 0 X, 
,>! 

LEMMA 9. Let S= (X, P> be a semi-commutation system and w be a 
word of X*. If w ssml u,w,u2wz~~~ukwk, with the following conditions: 

(Cl) ((alph(w,),q,*w,)(alph(w2),q,*w2)~~~(alph(u~,),q,*w,))~N’ 
(C2) Vi E [ 1, k], u, E R*. 
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(C3) ViE [2, k], alph(u,) calph(,~;... ~1~). 
(C4) ViE [ 1, k - 11, there is a subset Y, c X such that, VXG Yi, 

Vy E alph( rili+ I . . MI,), .Ky + y.u E P, and the graph 
(f(S), Yi u alph( w,)) is strongly connected. 

then, there exist k words z,, r2 ,..., zh such that 

(E) * rt((alph(bi*,), q. * z,)... (alph(w,), q,, * zk)) 

and V’iE [l,k], rz’,+ Z,. 

Proof. We reason by induction on the length I of the word M‘: 

If I= 0, there is no problem. 
For I> 0, set I$” = MU, where u E X and M’U ssm I U, 11’~ ‘. . uk M’~ with 

conditions (Cl ))(C4). 
Then, we can write U, II’, . uk +ck = :‘a:” with 1:” I(, = 0. From Lemma 3, 

we deduce the two following properties: 

(i) ),’ 2.+?+ z’;” 
s ’ 

(ii) a:” + ?‘a. 

We now just have to find a “good” factorization of u‘ (according to the 
lemma), in order to apply the induction hypothesis. For that, we are led to 
study two different cases. 

Case 1. The letter “a” is appearing in a “k~,“, that is, there exists 
iE [ 1, k] such that IVY= ~t~,?zn~:, with ]IV:I]~, =0 (:” = IV,!‘U;+, ... \ck). So, 

(*) In order to prove that this factorization verifies (Cl), we shall 
prove that ((alph(w,), q. * IV,) ... (alph(wjti),!‘), q. * M’:M’,!‘) ... (alph(bl,,), 
q. * wk)) is in N’. 

- V’# i, alph(Myj) d alph(wj+ , .. ~2~) by hypothesis. 
~ For j = i, there exists Yi such that the subgraph (f(S), 

alph( w:aw:‘) u Y;) is strongly connected and VJJ E Y,, V/= E alph( M’, + , . . ~1‘~ ), 
vz -+ 2y E P. 

Set Y( = Yi u (u ). Thus, we can write that (T(S), alph( M’; IV;) u Y;) is 
strongly connected and Vz E alph( u’, + , ,..., \v/,), y’ -+ :y E P (since 

II * az -*sL. -“a), and we can deduce alph(~~~u~,!‘) d alph(,c, + I .. I$‘/,). 
Indeed, otherwise, Vy E Yl, VZ E alph(u),!r+‘I’), ~1: + q E P, and the sub- 

graph (r(S), Yi u alph( w: ~1:‘)) is not strongly connected, a contradiction. 
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(*) It is obvious that this factorization verifies (C2). 
(*) This factorization verifies (C4). Indeed. Vt E [ 1, k], if t # i, y, 

exists by hypothesis. If t = i, one can take Y,! = Yiu (a) (see above). 
(*) If this factorization verifies (C3), then we can apply the induction 

hypothesis to the word w and this factorization. So there exist k words 
z, )..., :I, such that w, ss 2, for each t # i, w,‘w,!’ f,s z,, and 

(a) *w((alph(w,), q,, * :,)...(alph(w:w,!‘), y0 * zi)... (alph(w,), qO*zk)). 

Since aw,+,...~‘~~,~~‘~+,...~J~a(ii), we have 

(E) =$ wa((alph(w,), q. * ~,)‘.‘alph(w,), q. * =,a) 
I 

...(alph(wk), q. * z,)), 

and w:awI’ = u’, f, wiu’:‘a f, z,a. 

(*) If the factorization does not berify (C3): Let j be the greatest 
index such that 2 <j< k and alph(u,) ~5 alph( w, ... wk). 

Necessarily, we have luilu # 0 and j < i. Set ui = uzatu with U, u E R*, 
Iul,=O, zatER, and Itl,=O. So, we can write 

Set b,,! = zat. It remains to prove that this factorization verities conditions 
(Cl )-(C4). 

(*) It verifies (Cl), that is (alph(w,), q. * w,)..*(alph(w,!), q. * WI) 
(alph(w; w;), q. * w(w,!‘)-.. (alph(w,), q. * wk)) is in N’. Indeed, 

~ for t > i, there is no problem, since alph( w,) d 
alph(Ms, +, . . u.J by hypothesis; 

- for t = i, we reason as above; 
-- for j < t < i, alph( w,) Q? alph( w, . . . w,! w,!’ . . . wk), by hypothesis; 
- since a E alph(w,!) and a 4 alph( wj.. . w: w,!’ . . . w,), we get 

alph(w:) & alph(w;.. wlw,!‘... wk); 
-- for l<t-cj, alph( wj) c alph(ui) c alph( wj.. . w, . . . w,), and 

alph(~~;~~~~~;~~~~,)=alph(w~~~~w~u~~~~~w,)u {a}. 

SO, aIph( w; w, . K%: MS:’ . . wk ) = alph(w, . . . w, ’ . . wk ). By hypothesis, 
alph(w,) ti alph(w,+, ... ~‘;...w,...w~), hence we get alph(w,) d 
alph( MS, + , . iv; M’, . . M’; wj’ . . . I$‘~). 

(*) It is clear that this factorization verifies (C2). 
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(*) Let us prove that it verifies (C3 ): 

- Vt > j + 1, alph( u,) c alph( w, . . . w: w; . . wn) by hypothesis. 
- alph( u) c alph( u,)\{ a ‘, c alph( w, . . IV: 5~:’ . . . M’~ ) by hypothesis. 
- alph(u) c alph(u,) c alph(c\,, . .. w,!,k,y .. w/,) u (~1 = 

alph( w; wi. . . M’: M’:’ . . . MI/, ). 
- V’t <j, alph(u,) c alph(w, ... IZ’~ ... w:wj ..’ ~1~) u (q) = 

alph( )r, . . . wiwi. H$: M’:’ . . . wA ). 

(*) It verities (C4) from the following assertions: 
- Vr > i, Vt < j, Vt E [j, i - 11, Y, exists by hypothesis. 
- For r=i, Y(= Yju (q) is right. 
- For u*,!, we can take Y,! = 0, since wi E R, and so the graph 

(f(S), alph( w;)) is strongly connected. 
We can now apply the induction hypothesis to M’ and to this fac- 

torization. We have k + 1 words 2, ,..., z,‘, z ,,..., TV such that Vt # i, w, Ss z,, 
MI: w,!’ % ,s zi, w; 5 .$ z,!, and 

(E) *G w((alph(w,), q,, * z,)... (alph(w,I, q. * 2,‘) 

. . . (alph( w: M’,!‘), q. * 2;) 

-.. (alph(w,), q. * zk)) 

with (ii), we can write 

(E) &G wu((alph(w,), q. * z,)...(alph(w;w,!‘a), q. * --,a) 

.‘.(alph(~,),q,*=,)). 

The non-terminal built here is in N. Indeed, 

alph(w,‘) c alph(ui) c alph(w;.. w;..’ wk) 

and 

v’t~ Cl, kl, alph(w,) & alph(w,+, ... wx) by hypothesis. 

Furthermore, WI E R = f( R). Thus, z,! E R, and we can apply a production 
of type 5 which erases (alph(w,!), q. * z,!). Thus 

(E) An w4(alph(w,), qo* z,)~~~(al~h(~~~), q. * $a) 

... (alph(wk), q. * ~~1) 

with, for t # i, w, Ss z, and for t=i, w, r-*swjw(‘a~,~,a. 

Case 2. We have now to study the case where the letter “a” appears in 
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a “u,“; that is, there is an index j such that M,= u:aol, with Jvjl,=O and 
-11 - =L’;M’,U,+,~‘~wk. 

If j is greater than 2, alph(ui) c alph(w, ... wk) by hypothesis and we 
know that a$alph(w;... wk). So we deduce that j= 1 and u, = uu’uu”v 
with u, o E R*, u’au” E R, Iu”uJ, = 0, z” = u’vw,u2 ... wk, and 
M’ 5 &S I UU’U”vM~, u2 bt’2 u/, U’k. 

From this factorization, we have to find another which verifies the 
conditions (Cl )-(C4) of the lemma, in order to be allowed to apply the 
induction. 

Set L~=v,v~~~~v,,, with ~30 and Vi~[l,n], v,ER. If alph(v,,)c 
alph(w, .. wk), zl,, will be considered as a “ui,” otherwise, it will be con- 
sidered as a “wi.” 

We iterate this process for v,, ~ ], v,- 2,..., and v,, and during this 
iteration we take into account the last results. Thus, we get a decom- 
position of the word D: v = u’, w; . . . wb , ub with 

~ V’~E [l, p], U,!E R*, and alph(u:)calph(w:... M’;- ,wi ... wx) 
- VJi~[l,p-11, w,?eR, and alph(w:)~alph(u,:+,...~b~~,~,...tt’k). 

Thus, w f,., uu’u”u’,w’,..~~‘I,.~ ,u~w,u~w2~~~ukwk. We are now going 
to prove that this factorization satisfies (Cl)-(C4). 

(* ) It verities (Cl ). Indeed, 

- Vt E [l, k], alph(w,) & alph(w,+, ... wk) by hypothesis. 
~ Vte [l, p- 11, alph(w:) & alph(~:+,...~b~,Ml,...Ml,) by con- 

struction. 
~ For u’u”, u’au” E R, and ad’vw, u2.. . ~3~ f , u”vw, uZ. wlka, thus 

the graph(f(S), alph(u’au”)) is strongly connected, and we can find a letter 
x in alph(u’u”), .Y # a, such that a.~ + xa q! P. 

We deduce that alph(u’u”) 6 alph( u, w, u2. . . wk ), hence alph(u’u”) & 
alph( w’, . . wb , ~$3, . . M’~ ). 

(*) It is clear that (C2) is verified, and by hypothesis and by con- 
struction, it is easy to verify (C3). 

(*) It remains to examine condition (C4): 

~ Vf E [ 1, k - I], we associate to w, the subset Y, given by the 
induction hypothesis. 

- Vt E [ 1, p - I], we can associate to w; the subset Y: = 0. Indeed, 
w; E R, hence the subgraph (T(S), alph(w:)) is strongly connected. 

- for u’u”, since u’au” E R, and ad, . . . M(, , w , . wk *-, s M”, . . . wka, 
the subset Y= (u} can be taken. 
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Then, by the induction hypothesis, we can write: 

(6) A(; ,,(alph(u’u”), q,, * z)(alph(,,l; ), y,, * Z; ) 

(alph(,,~, ), q. * -,). .. (alph( ,v~), q. * z/, )), 

with u’u” f.:, Vlt~[l, p- 11, ,r; f,::, and V’r~[l,k], ,r, f.s:t. 
Since an,‘, . ,,$ , I,‘, I,‘~ ir, ,s ,r’, ,,,;, , ,I*~ . 11’~ LI, we have 

(E) AC; ,,u( (alph(u’u”a), y. * zu)(alph(,r; ), y,, * z; ) 

. (alph( it’s ), q,, * :/, ) ). 

(It is clear that this non-terminal is in N.) 
Furthermore, u’uu” E R and u’uu” %,s u’u”u ss ;u, hence XI ~j( R) = R; 

Similarly, Vt E [ 1, p - 11, ,,,; E R and ~3: 5 ,s :; E ,f’( R) = R. 
So we are allowed to apply successively p rewriting rules of the kind @ 

according to G, thus we get 

(I-:) AC; ,~a( (alph( H*, ), q. * 1, ). (alph(,,s,), q,, * zk I), 

which ends the proof of Lemma 9. 1 

LEMMA 10. Let (E) 5, w((X,, q,)(Xz, qr)... (X,, qk)) he a deriuation irz 
G. Then, NV can ,find k w>ords w, ,..., \I’~ sztch that, for euch i in [ 1, k], 
q, = 90 * b$‘,, and X, = alph(,r,), arzd k worcls u, ,..., Us in R* which wrljj,: ,fbr 
each i in [l, k], alph(u,) ~alph(,rl, ... u‘~) arzd ,t’ f,s I u, II’,u,,I’~“. 111, W’k 

Proyf: The proof is by induction on the length L of the derivation in G. 
If L = 0, the result is obvious. 
For L=/+ 1, with />O, we can write 

(E) *L!A ~n,((X,.q,)...(X,,qI)) with L:EX*. AEN. 

We now discuss the last derivation. There are two cases: 

Case 1. u=u’, that is, A-t((X,,q,)...(X,,ql,)) is a production of the 
grammar G. Then the nonterminal A is either equal to 

(a) ((Y,qF)(XI,q,)...(Xhrqh)) with q,.-EFor 
(b) ((X,,q,).~.(x,,q,)(Y,q,~)(X,+,,q,+,).~.(X,,~,)), where i31, 

qFEF, and YcIJ,,~X,. 

If A=((Y,qF)(X,,q,)...(Xx,q,)) with q/-cF, by applying the induc- 
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tion hypothesis to the derivation (E) a’, WA, we can write: 
U’ ss I ll; v, u;lw, U*W* . . . uk. wk, where 

l u;, u;r, u2 ,.,,, uk E R* 

l V/i&2, alph(u,)caiph(w;~.w,) and alph(u;‘)calph(w,... wk) 
l alph(u,)= Y, 4r=40 * VI and, vie [l, k], alph( w,) = X,, 

40 * u’, = 4,. 

Since qt.-EF, v, is in R and, if we note u, = u’, u, u;, we have 
w5.y I U,W,U?M’~” . uk wI, and this factorization verities the conditions of 
the lemma. 

Let us consider, now, the subcase l(b). Then 

The induction hypothesis applied to the derivation (E) ==z-‘, WA gives us 
w s,s I U,M’,“’ u,u~iu~+,u’u~+,w,+,~~~u~u’~ with 

l alph(u’)= Y, qO* v’=qF, and V’je [l,k], X,=alph(w,) and 
qj=qo* M’,. 

l Vjj[l,k],j#i+l, ujER*; u:+IER*, u,!‘+,ER*. 

l WE CL iI> alph(uj) c alph(wi... w,.u’w,+, ... w,); awl, 1 c 
alph(u’w,+,..~wk) and alph(u:‘+,)caiph(wi+,...w,); ‘v”j’~[i+2,k], 
alph(uj) c alph( w, . . wk). 

Since qFE F, v’ E R. Thus, if we set u,, , = u;,, v’u;;, E R*, we get 
Wf,.~, U,U’,“‘U;M’iUi+,Wi+,“’ Uk”‘k, and, clearly, this factorization 
verifies the conditions of the lemma. 

Case 2. If w = vu, with a E X, there are, again, two subcases: 

(a) A=((X,,q,)...(XI,ql)...(Xk,gk)) with Xi=X:u (a}, 
qi=qj*a and A+a((X,,q,)...(X,,qi)...(Xkrqk)) is a production of G. 
Then,Vt~[i+l,k],Vy~X,,ay+ya~P. 

From the induction hypothesis applied to the derivation (E) =& uA, we 
get u ss ,u,M’,~~~u~M~~u~+,~‘~u~M’~, where X: = alph( w(), q: = q. * wl, 
and 

l VIE [l,k], U,E R*, and ifj>2, alph(u,)calph(w,...wj...w,) 
l Vj E [ 1, k], with j # i, q, = q, * w,, and X, = alph( w,). 

Then, bv=va ss I u,~.,...u,w(u,+,..~u~ wka. 
Since VyEalph(wi+,...wk), ay+ yae P, and VIE [i+2, k], alph(u,) c 

alph(w;..w,), we can deduce that aUi+ I h’;+ I “‘Ukwk *-*s 

u;+ I W,+,“’ ukwka. So, w li-‘,r-~ uIw, ... ujw:aui+, “’ ukwk. 
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If we note wi = rr%: a, it is easy to see that Ifj E [ 1, k], U, E R*, y, = q,, * N’, , 
alph(w,) = A’,, and if,j> 2, alph(u,) c alph(w, ... u‘~); hence the result. 

(b) The second possibility is to have A = ((X, , y, ). .. (A’, , , q, , ) 
(X,+17 qi+r)..*(Xk, qk))r where i3 1 and A -+cr((X,, q,)...(X,, ql)) is a 
production of G, that is, X, = ((I 1, q, = yl, * N, and V.VE IJ, ~, + , A’,, 
UJ’ + J’U E P. 

Since (E) *{, [!A, we can write v*. I[, II‘, ‘. II, .s ’ I “‘, ,U,+,ll‘,+, ~“ll~ll’~, 
where VIE [ 1, k], withjf I’, U, E R*, q, = y. * H’,, A’, = alph(w,), and. ifj> 2, 
alph(u,) c alph( w, . II’, , II’, + , . r~‘~ ). Then 

since Ursr+ I A’, = alph( w, + , II-~ ) = alph(u,+ , II’, + , . . . uA ~1~). 
If we note U, = e and N’, =u, it is clear that this derivation verifies the 

conditions of the lemma, which ends the proof of Lemma 10. m 

We are now able to finish the proof of Proposition 8. First, we shall 
prove that ,~(R*)GL(G, (E)). Let w be a word of ,f(R*). We can find a 
word u of R* such that w s.Y I u. It is obvious that this derivation verities 
the four conditions of the Lemma 9. Thus, we can deduce from this lemma 
that (E) SC,. M(E) and, since (E) =>c is a derivation according to G, we get 
(E) f, w, hence M’ is in L(G, (a)). 

For the reverse inclusion, let ~1 be a word of L(G, (E)). Then, there is a 
derivation according to G: (E) sL. M(C) ac; w. 

From Lemma IO, we can find a word u of R* such that w f,- I U, hence 
w is in ,f(u) c,f( R*). 1 

We have to note that the condition of Proposition 8 is not a necessary 
condition. For example, if we take R = (a, h, ah} and f the semi-com- 
mutation associated to the system S= ( (a, h}, (hu -+ ah) ), it is clear that 
f(R) = R, and that the subgraph (T(S), alph(uh)) is not strongly connected. 
But,f’(R*)= (a, h )* is obviously a regular language. 

However, in the particular case where ,f( R) =,f(~‘) for some word ~1, we 
get 

PROPOSITION 11. Let f be the semi-commutation jbnction associated to 
the system S= (X, P) and let w he a word of X*. Then, f(w*) is a regular 
language if and only if the subgruph (T(S), alph(w)) is strongly connected. 

Proof: Let us assume that the subgraph (f(S), alph(w)) is not strongly 
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connected. Then, we can find two letters x and r’ such that no path is direc- 
ted from .Y to 1’. 

Set E, = jr~alph(~)/there is a path from I to z) and E2 = 
(: E alph( \r)/there is no path from .Y to z}. 

It is clear that i E,, E,I is a partition of alph(w). Furthermore, there is 
no edge from an element s of E, to an element t of E,. Thus, VX E E,, 
V>, E E2, .YJ~ --f v.\^ E P. 

For iE [ 1, 2.1, set n, = proj(X, E,) and 113, = E,(W). Since u’ s-‘s \v~~c, and 
II‘ ) \I’_7 * ‘,). N’?H’, ,. ,f‘( w*) n w;wf = ’ \ u+$~;/n 3 O),, which is a non-regular 
language since \I‘, and W? are non-empty words over disjoint alphabets. 1 

It would be interesting to extend the above proposition by giving a 
decidable necessary and sufficient condition concerning a semi-com- 
mutation,f’and a finite set F which ensures thatf(F*) is a regular language. 
Note that in the particular case where ,f is the total commutation, noted 
corn, there is an answer, since it is known that for a finite set F with 
alph( F) = X, com( F*) is regular if and only if for each I E X, F n x + # 0. 

RECEIVEU February 1985; AWEPTEU July 1986 
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